A  GALE   AT   SEA	15
We now found the disadvantage of having abandoned, owing
to our various delays, the trial runs in home waters which
had at one time been planned. The skylights, which would
have been adequate for ordinary yachting—which has been
described as " going round and round the Isle of Wight"—proved
unequal to the work expected of Mana, and the truth appeared
of a dark saying of the Board of Trade surveyor that " sky-
lights were not ventilation." Not only could they of course
not be raised in bad weather, but those which, like mine, were
arranged to open, admitted the sea to an unpleasant degree;
such an amount of water had to be conveyed by means of drip-
ping towels into canvas baths that it seemed at one time as if
the Atlantic would be perceptibly emptier. When in the midst
of the gale night fell on the lonely ship the sensation was eerie ;
every now and then the persistent rolling, which threw from
side to side of the berth those fortunate enough to be below,
was interrupted by a resounding crash in the darkness as a
big wave broke against the vessel's side, followed by the rush-
ing surge and gurgle of the water as it poured in a volume
over the deck above. Then the hubbub entirely ceased, and
for a perceptible time the vessel lay perfectly still in the trough
of the wave, like a human creature dazed by a sudden blow,
after a second or two to begin again her weary tossing. I won-
dered, as I lay there, which was the more weird experience,
this night or one spent in camp in East Africa with no pali-
sade, in a district swarming with lions, and again recalled the
philosophy of one of our Swahili boys. " Frightened? No, he
eats me, he 'does not eat me; it is all the will of Allah."
By morning the worst was over, and it was a comfort to hear
Mr. Gillam singing cheerfully something about " In the Bay
of Biscay O," a performance he varied with .anathemas on the
seasick steward. When I was able to get on deck, the waves
were still descending on us—if not the proverbial mountains,
at any, rate hills high, looking as if they must certainly
overwhelm us. It was wonderful to see, what later I took
for granted, how the yacht rose to each, taking it as it were
in her stride. It was reported to have been a " full gale, a
hurricane, as bad as could be, with dangerous cross seas "; but
the little vessel had proved herself a splendid sea-going boat,
and '? had ridden it out like a duck," For the next little while

